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Quorum was achieved during this meeting. 
 

Action Items 
● [All] Comments and Additions to the specification and playbook example documents 
● [All] The TC should start thinking of appropriate JSON structure for the different 

"information domains of a playbook" and present ideas 



Notes 
● A slide presenting abstract layers (security playbook information domains) of a 

security playbook was presented by Bret Jordan. 
 

● Rodger Frank proposed to separate functional and nonfunctional requirements in 
the security playbook information domains. 
 

● Allan Thomson presented an example playbook (added to the relevant Google Doc) 
where we have an event in a network that demands further investigation and 
analysis. 
 

● Jyoti Verma commented on the difference between the two available example 
playbooks. The two playbooks perceive actions and targets differently (also different 
JSON structure). Bret Jordan emphasised that the examples are only there to 
facilitate discussions and for brainstorming. Jyoti perceives a target as something 
that executes the actions. 
 

● Jyoti Verma proposed targets to be referenced with UUIDs. Allan Thomson was 
positive to this idea. 
 

● Bret Jordan emphasised that automating existing manual approaches related to daily 
operations of SOCs is something that we have to prioritise and focus on. 
 

● Bret Jordan presented sample JSON objects (structure) related to the presented 
abstract layers defined as part of a security playbook. 
 

● Bret Jordan and Jyoti agreed on developing POC as soon as possible 
 

● Jason Keirstead suggested starting defining variables and their descriptions, and 
mentioned that companies should be able to create automated playbooks from their 
already existing playbooks.  
 
He also asked Allan how are we going to use a playbook for facilitating enrichment to 
specific cases (events or incidents) and then take action. Allan Thomson explained 
that a playbook can specify how to gather information and subsequently pass it to a 
human being. 
 
Jyoti Verma also engaged, asking how can we make a top-level/generic playbook like 
the one Allan described shareable among organizations that have different 
investigation and analysis systems as well as different methodology/ways of 
conducting analysis. How can this be done concretely? 
 
In response to Jyoti's comment, Allan said that not all playbooks need to be 
machine-executable but we can have more generic playbooks that are 
"template-based". We want ultimately to share existing knowledge. 


